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Who we are
FHM Group was founded in 2018. The brand is a registered
trademark in Russia and Europe. The FHM is a team of
ambitious like-minded people who are wholeheartedly
devoted to sports and outdoor activities. We approach
cooperation with great responsibility and understand that
our activities affect not only the success of our business
and the business of our partners, but primarily the quality
of life of the end consumers. We build close relationships
with our consumers because we share the same passion
with athletes professionally engaged in fishing and
hunting, as well as travelers. The FHM brand focuses on
high quality clothing and accessories for anglers, hunters,
and outdoor enthusiasts, as well as tents and camping
furniture.
We believe that we can build a new modern culture
of outdoor activities that will change the values and
interests of society in this direction.

Our mission
We believe that we can build a new modern
culture of outdoor activities that will change
the values and interests of society in this
direction.

From idea to product
Own Design Bureau is the crown jewel of FHM Regular
market and experts feedback makes the products unique
andadapted specifically for this part of the world and
for our country. Our decision making is rapid, and our
manufacturing agility enables a quick altering of our
products characteristics.

High-Level expertis
We know exactly how our product details will do in various
situations, and whether a particular solution will be
convenient.

DuPont™ Sorona® is an eco-efficient performance fiber
made in part from annually renewable plant-based
ingredients. Sorona® insulation provides lightweight,
exceptional resistance to heat loss with the added benefit
of breathability. Sorona® insulation maintains its shape and
loft as well as unparalleled softness to enjoy the outdoors in
any season.
Softshell − was created specifically to facilitate the release
of moisture and regulate body temperature. The three
key features, which guarantee excellent performance of a
softshell product, are water repellency, wind resistance and
breathability.
UV PROTECTION- Our clothes are specially developed for
protection from the sun and ultraviolet radiation. In the
course of fabric manufacturing, the UPF+50, the ingredient
blocking the ultraviolet radiation, is added to the fibers.
Quick dry –The main function of Quick dry is the fast drying
process. The garments can be easily washed even in cold
water and dry quickly.
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UPF

TECHNOLOGIES

Primaloft - PrimaLoft Silver Insulation Active is extremely
durable and it does an excellent job of keeping warm. It is
lightweight and packable, which makes it an excellent
choice for a camping trip. It is also incredibly soft, which
guarantees not only warm but also comfortable. It is made
from 70% recycled content. So, apart from protecting, this
insulation also protects the environment. This mid-loft
insulation dries significantly quicker than down and
performs superbly in wet weather.

Why do we need
a multi-layer clothing
system?
Among the fans of an active lifestyle and extreme
traveling, there is a concept of multi-layer clothing for
changing weather conditions and temperatures. This
concept demonstrates that it would be better to put on
2—3 or more lightweight clothing layers, which, when
properly combined, guarantee heat preservation, water
resistance, and vapor/moisture evacuation. The F.H.M.
collection presents models that meet this principle.
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clothing protection
against wind and rain
The latest technologies used in the manufacturing
of FHM. models provide for solving the most
important tasks that outdoor enthusiasts set
for their gear, and ensure high performance for
a variety of duties. We use membrane fabrics
that provide a high level of water resistance and
moisture evacuation over a wide temperature
range.

Your own way

A completely new model of durable bib overalls with even more effective protection
ensured by a high-tech Dermizax (Toray) membrane fabric. Due to the design features
and the seamless backplate, the product keeps you completely dry during boat
fishing and comfortable in any position with nothing to distract you from your favorite
amusement.

COLOR RANGE/
STYLE No.

Features:

terracotta
000073

/Chest zip pocket
/Elastic knitted insets on the shoulders
for ease of movement
/Side cargo pocket with a magnetic flap
/Oxford 600 D wear-resistant fabric
padding on the knees and the seat
/Adjustable leg cuffs
/Crotch gusset
/Reinforced seat
/Adjustable waist at the back
/Polyurethane fabric at the bottom.

grey-orange
print/grey
000084

Guard Competition Jacket
This advanced foul weather jacket follows up all the additional wishes of fishermen: both
recreational and sporting anglers. The fabric with a high-tech Dermizax (Toray) membrane
provides uncompromising protection from moisture and wind even in the harshest conditions.
The jacket has a well-thought-out pockets logistics and high functionality of the fabric.
To provide additional protection against external moisture, a DWR (Durable Water Repellence)
coating is used, which does not allow water to penetrate even the top layer of the fabric.

SIZES
XS-5XL

Features:
/Longer at the back
/2 chest zip pockets
/2 insulated hand pockets
/Central windproof strip with magnetic fastener
/Windproof strip under the central zipper
/Anatomic fit of sleeves
/Adjustable collar-retractable hood
/Hood adjustable in 3 positions
/Adjustable cuffs
/2 inside pockets
/Optics wiping tissue in the inside pocket
/Soft nap fabric on the inside of the collar

Fabrics:

/Shell fabric 100% polyamide
/Additional outer shell 100% polyester

STYLE No.

Weight: 0,95 kg

000074

Technology:

/Toray Dermizax 3 layer membrane
/DWR
/Zipper: YKK
/Sealed seams
/Waterproof: 20 000
/Breathable: 10 000

COLOR RANGE

grey

Fabrics:

/Shell fabric 100% polyamide
/Additional outer shell 100% polyester

Weight: 0,9 kg
Technology:

/Toray Dermizax 3 layer membrane
/DWR
/Sealed seams
/Waterproof: 20 000
/Breathable: 10 000

Your own way
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Guard Competition Bib Overalls

XS-5XL

GUARD COMPETITION

SIZES

Your own way
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The TorayDelfy high-tech membrane fabric jacket is designed for milder environments
and all types of outdoor activities, whether it’s coastal fishing, hiking, or even cycling.
The jacket offers effective protection against moisture and wind; it has

Features:

Fabrics:

/Outer shell 100% polyester
/Chest zip pocket
/2 insulated hand pockets
/Adjustable cuffs
/Adjustable hood
/Inside pocket
/Bottom line adjustment
/Optics wiping tissue in the inside pocket
/Zippers for ventilation
/Windproof strip under the central zipper

Weight: 0,77 kg
Technology:

/30D Twin rip stop fabric
/TorayDelfy 2 layer membrane
/YKK Zippers
/Sealed seams
/Waterproof 10 000
/Breathable 10 000

PHAROS

Pharos jacket

SIZES
XS-5XL
STYLE No.
000072

Your own way

COLOR RANGE
grey-orange
print
navy
vinous

Your own way
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The suit is made of TORAYDelfy (Toray) membrane fabric. This functional, compact,
waterproof suit is designed to further protect your basic clothing from bad weather.
It is lightweight and compacts in a slip-cover. The suit does not constrict movements
and is smooth to the touch.

Jacket:
Features:

Fabrics:

/Packing cover
/Well-thought-out pockets logistics
— 2 front pockets
/Anatomic fit of sleeves and knees
/Adjustable hood
/Adjustable cuffs
/Windproof placket under the central
zipper

Weight: 1,38 kg

Pants:
Features:
//YKK waterproof zippers in the side
seams of pants
/Anatomic fit

SIZES
XS-5XL

/100% polyamide

Technology:

/TorayDelfy 2.5 layer membrane
/ Zippers: YKK
/Sealed seams
/Waterproof: 10 000
/Breathable: 10 000

SUIT EXPLORER

Explorer Suit

STYLE No.
000075

Your own way

COLOR RANGE
terracotta/
grey
slate grey/
grey

Your own way

vinous/
grey
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The Guard extended pants are made of fabric with the high-tech Dermizax
membrane (Toray). You will feel maximally comfortable even in a bad weather
conditions. There are pockets for the necessary things which should always be
at hand and at the same time protected from rain and moisture.

Features:

Fabrics:

/Shell fabric 100% Nylon
/Elastic adjustable shoulder straps
/2 chest pockets
/2 side patch pockets with a flap having
a magnetic clutch
/Patch made of wear-resistant fabric on the
bottom
/Adjustable bottom part of the pants legs
/Gusset crotch
/Articulated knees
/Moisture-proof zippers in the side seams
of the bottom

Weight: 0,95 kg
Technology:

GUARD

Guard Bib

/Membrane: 3-layer Toray Dermizax
/DWR
/Zippers: YKK
/Water Resistance: 20 000
/Breathable: 10 000

SIZES
XS-4XL
STYLE No.
000005
COLOR RANGE

Your own way

black
grey

Your own way
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Guard Jacket
The Guard storm jacket made of fabric with the high-tech Dermizax membrane (Toray)
is an uncompromising solution for bad weather. Active fishing from a boat dictates its
conditions: high speeds, active movement, wind or rain – nothing must distract from
the final goal.

Features:
/Elongated model
/2 chest pockets
/2 warm lined pockets
/Articulated sleeves
/Adjustable hood which can be hidden
into the collar
/Adjustable cuffs
/2 inner pockets
/Latch hook for keys in the inner pocket
/Napkin for wiping the optic devices in
the chest pocket
/Zippers for ventilation in the side seam
/Wind protection strip under the central zipper
/Soldered water repellent zippers
/Soft brushed fabric on the inner side of
the collar

Fabrics:

/Shell fabric 1: 100% Nylon
/Shell fabric 2: 100% Polyester

Weight: 0,95 kg
Technology:

/Membrane: 3-layer Toray Dermizax
/DWR
/Water resistance: 20 000
/Breathable: 10 000
/Zippers: YKK

SIZES
XS-4XL
STYLE No.
000001

Your own way

COLOR RANGE
black
navy
blue
print
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Thoughtfully designed and comfortable Gale jacket made of fabric with the high-tech
Dermizax membrane (Toray). It is optimum protection against wind and rain for any
activity outdoors. We have taken everything into account all particulars so you can
feel comfortable when doing your favorite activities. This is a perfect variant for boat
and shore fishing.

Features:
/2 chest pockets
/2 warm lined pockets
/Articulated sleeves
/Adjustable hood which can be hidden into
the collar
/Adjustable cuffs
/2 inner pockets
/Latch hook for keys in the inner pocket
/Napkin for wiping the optic devices in the
chest pocket
/Zippers for ventilation in the side seam
/Wind protection strip under the central zipper
/Soldered water repellent zippers
/Soft brushed fabric on the inner side of
the collar

Fabrics:

/Shell fabric 1: 100% Nylon
/Shell fabricl 2: 100% Polyester
/Inner lining: Pongee
/Inner lining material: 100% Polyester

GALE

Gale Jacket

Weight: 0,85 kg
Technology:

/Membrane: 2-layer Toray Dermizax
/DWR
/Water resistance: 20 000
/Breathable: 10 000
/Zippers: YKK

SIZES
XS-4XL
STYLE No.
000002

Your own way

COLOR RANGE
blue
print
grey

Your own way
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Gale Pants
Gale pants for fishing are made of high-tech and wear-resistant material with
the Dermizax membrane (Toray), which reliably protects from the bad weather and
excellent in removing moisture from the body. Because of the articulated knees pants,
they do not constrain movements, so you will feel comfortable while doing any activity.

Features:
/Elastic adjustable shoulder straps
/2 warm lined pockets
/1 patch pocket
/Elastic belt
/Durable water repellent zippers in the side
seams of the bottom
/Adjustable bottom part of the pants legs
/Articulated knees
/Water repellent zippers in the side seams
of the bottom
/Soft brushed fabric on the inner side of
the collar

Fabrics:

/Shell fabric: 100% Nylon
/Inner lining: Pongee
/Lining material: 100% Polyester

Weight: 0,7 kg
Technology:

/Membrane: 2-layer Toray Dermizax
/DWR
/Water resistance: 20 000
/Breathable: 10 000
/Zippers: YKK

SIZES
XS-4XL
STYLE No.
000006

Your own way

COLOR RANGE
grey
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XS-4XL

Brook Waders
Brook waders with a 3-layer shell upper/ 5-layer shell lower. It is a necessary attribute of
wade fishing – they meet all the requirements of anglers. The increased wear resistance
and high characteristics of breathability and waterproofness make it possible to use
them for a long time and over many kilometers of walking through water searching of
the long-awaited trophy.

STYLE No.
000004
COLOR RANGE

Features:

grey

/2 warm lined pockets
/Elastic patch pocket with zipper
/Adjustable elastic shoulder straps
/Boot hook
/Articulated knees
/Belt
/Strengthening of the lower part with the
fabric containing the fve-layer membrane
/Adjustment on the top edge
/Inner pocket with zipper
/Neoprene cuffs on the bottom
/Retractor inside the pocket

brown

Brook Jacket

Fabrics:

/Shell fabric 100% Polyester

Weight: 1,8 kg

BROOK

SIZES

Technology:

/Membrane: 5-layer Toray Dermizax
/DWR
/Water resistance: 25 000
/Breathable:: 7 000
/Zippers: YKK

Professional high-tech Brook jacket for wade fishing. Durable modern material with a Dermizax
membrane (Toray) protects against rain, wind and spray and contributes to the rapid removal
of moisture. The presence of a large number of pockets allows you to keep all the necessary baits
and accessories so that they are always at hand.

/Shell fabric 100% Nylon

Weight: 0,95 kg
Technology:

/Membrane: 3-layer Toray Dermizax
/DWR
/Water resistance: 20 000
/Breathable: 10 000
/Zippers: YKK

Features:
/Wading jacket

/4 chest pockets with zippers
/2 warm lined pockets
/2 volume patch pockets with fap
/Large volume pocket on the back
/Articulated sleeves
/Adjustable hood, rolled up collar
/Adjustable cuffs
/Inside pocket
/Napkin for wiping the optics in the breast pocket
/Zippers for ventilation on the sleeves
/Wind protection strip under the central zipper
/Soldered moisture protection zippers
/Soft pile fabric on the inside of the collar
/Retractor in the chest pocket

SIZES
XS-4XL
Height options: 176см, 182см, 188см
Foot size: 40/41, 42/43, 44/45

Your own way

Fabrics:

STYLE No.
000025
COLOR RANGE
grey

Your own way
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Brook Boots
Brook wading boots are the mandatory supplement to waders. We use the high-tech
Cordura fabric, which is used in the military industry, for better wear resistance.
The additional strengthening on the toe and heel ensures protection for the foot from
hitting stones or logs lying under the water. The boots are high enough to protect from
dislocation, but at the same time, they do not constrain movements and are
comfortable even while long-term wear. The combined type sole has a cushioning
layer made of EVA (ethylene vinyl acetate) material and prevents sliding equally well
on clay shores and stones. The sole is suitable for screwing in spikes.

Features:
/Path lining made of PVC for ware resistance
/Eyelets for water drainage
/Textured insole for better water drainage

Fabrics:

/Top part material: 100% Polyester
/100% Polyvinyl Chloride
/Sole material: 100% Polyvinyl Chloride/
EVA / Rubber
Insole: EVA / 100% Polyester

Weight: 1,0 kg

Foot size:
40-46
STYLE No.
000027

Your own way

COLOR RANGE
grey

Your own way
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Jog Waders
The classic Jog waders made of three-layer membrane fabric is an irreplaceable
helper of the wade fishing fan. High characteristics of moisture protection and steam
removal are the insurance of comfortable fishing, and wear-resistant fabric ensures
many years of use without problems.

Features:

Fabrics:

/Shell fabric 100% Polyester
/Patch pocket with fap
/Welded pocket with zipper
/Adjustable elastic shoulder straps
/Boot hook
/Articulated knees
/Belt
/Adjustment on the top edge
/Inner pocket with zipper

Weight: 1,60 kg
Technology:

/Membrane: 3-layer Toray Dermizax
/DWR
/Water resistance: 20 000
/Breathable: 5 000
/Zippers: YKK

SIZES
XS-4XL
Height options:
176сm, 182сm, 188сm
Foot size: 40/41, 42/43,
44/45
STYLE No.

Your own way

000026
COLOR RANGE
brown
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Impulse Suit
The Impulse suit made of ultra-light fabric with a membrane will help out when you
need to shelter from the bad weather without stopping your favorite activities.
You can put it over your clothes in less than a minute. The suit is very lightweight,
it can be folded compactly into the cover and takes up a minimum space.

Features:

Fabrics:

/100% Polyester
/2 pockets on the jacket
/Articulated sleeves и knees
/Adjustable hood
/Adjustable cuffs
/Wind protection placket under
the central zipper
/Soldered water repellent zippers
/Moisture-proof zippers in the side seams
on the bottom
/Packing cover

Weight: 0,66 kg
Technology:

/Membrane: 2.5-layers with
the protective coating
/DWR
/Water resistance: 10 000
/Breathable: 8 000
/Zippers: SBS

SIZES
XS-4XL
STYLE No.
000003

Your own way

COLOR RANGE
grey
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cold-protective
clothing
Created for outdoor activities during cold and windy
weather, our insulated series is impervious to wind,
built for cold and offers weather resistance with
lighter weight protection.
Our products are put on over thermal underwear
or in combination with lighter fleece models for
additional protection and warmth preservation in
conditions of low and sub-zero air temperatures.
Insulated jackets ensure longer comfort of outdoor
activities during the cold season. Such products can
sometimes be used as outerwear in warmer weather.

02
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Guard Insulated Jacket
A men’s membrane jacket for outdoor activities, designed for lower temperatures.
The durable 2-layer Toray Dermizax membrane offers wind and moisture protection.
The Guard Insulated Jacket combines lightweight and good thermal insulation at
temperatures down to -15 °C. The insulated pockets will keep your hands warm, and the
wind protection bar under the central zipper and adjustable hood ensure additional
protection from bad weather conditions.

Features:
/Longer at the back
/2 chest pockets
/2 warm lined pockets
/Anatomic fit of sleeves
/Sleeve pocket
/Central windproof placket with magnetic
snap closure
/Wind-proof placket under the center
zipper
/Anatomic fit of sleeves
/3-way adjustable hood
/Adjustable cuffs
/2 inside pockets
/Optics wiping tissue in the inside pocket
/Soft brushed fabric on the inside of
the collar
/Reflective elements on the back
/Powder skirt

Fabrics:

/Shell fabric: 100% polyester
/Insulation: Primaloft Black 100% polyester
/Lining: 100% polyester

Weight: 1.67 kg
Technology:

/Membrane: 2-layer Toray Dermizax
/Primaloft Black Insulation 130 g/m2
/Sealed seams
/Zipper YKK
/Waterproof: 20 000
/Breathable: 10 000

SIZES
XS-5XL
STYLE No.

Your own way

0000103
COLOR RANGE
navy

black

Your own way
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Guard Insulated Bib
A warm men’s Guard Insulated Bib make a set with Guard Insulated Jacket. It is
designed for outdoor activities in the cold season. The bib are made of windproof and
water-repellent fabric with a 2-layer Toray Dermizax membrane and Primaloft Black
Insulation. The warm and light bib will be your reliable protection from wind and cold.
For extra protection, wear-resistant fabric pads are on the knees, at the bottom, and
in the seat area.

Features:
/Chest pocket
/Hand pockets
/2 side cargo pockets with a magnetic flap
/Wear-resistant fabric padding on the knees,
in the bottom, and seat area
/Adjustable leg cuffs
/Inseam crotch gusset
/Elastic side insets
/Adjustable waist at the back
/Polyurethane fabric at the bottom
/Adjustable elastic shoulder straps
/Articulated knees
/Side zippers at the bottom
/Soft nap fabric lining on the knees and seat
areas

Fabrics:

/Shell fabric 100% polyester
/Reinforcement fabric:
100% polyamide
/Inset: 85% polyamide /15% elastane
/Lining: 100% polyester

Weight: 1,25 kg
Technology:

/Membrane: 2-layer Toray Dermizax
/Insulation: Primaloft Black 100 g/m2
/Sealed seams
/Zipper: YKK
/Waterproof: 20 000
/Breathable: 10 000

SIZES
XS-5XL
STYLE No.
000104

Your own way

COLOR RANGE
grey

black
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Mist Jacket
Mist Jacket. A men’s membrane jacket from FHM will be an excellent choice for hikers
and outdoor enthusiasts at temperatures down to -5 °C. The high-tech 2-layer
Toray Dermizax membrane protects against wind and rain and at the same time
wicks moisture away from the skin during high activity. Primaloft Black Insulation is a
waterproof synthetic alternative to down filler. The material is light enough and warms
well. A double placket above the central zipper and an adjustable hood will provide
extra weather protection.

Features:
/Longer at the back
/2 chest pockets
/2 insulated hand pockets
/Anatomic fit of sleeves
/Sleeve pocket
/Central windproof placket with magnetic
snap closure
/Wind-proof placket under the center
zipper
/3-way adjustable hood
/Adjustable cuffs
/2 inside pockets
/Optics wiping tissue in the inside pocket
/Brushed fabric on the inside of
the collar
/Reflective elements on the back
/Powder skirt

Fabrics:

/Shell fabric 100% polyester
/Insulation: Primaloft Black 100% polyester
/Lining: 100% polyester

Weight: 1.34 kg
Technology:

/Membrane: 2-layer Toray Dermizax
/Primaloft Black Insulation 80 g/m2
/Sealed seams
/Zipper YKK
/Waterproof: 20 000
/Breathable: 10 000

SIZES
XS-5XL
STYLE No.

Your own way

000102
COLOR RANGE
grey

brown

Your own way
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The Innova pants model can be used as an insulating layer under storm pants. Primaloft Black
Insulation provides high heat preservation and good wind protection properties of this lightweight
product.

Features:
/2 side pockets
/Removable adjustable elastic
shoulder straps
/Removable elastic foot straps
/Elastic waist band

Fabrics:

/Shell: 100% polyamide
/Insulation: Primaloft Black 100% polyester
/Lining: 100% polyester

Weight: 0,47 kg
Technology:

INNOVA

Innova Pants

/YKK Zippers
/Primaloft Black Insulation 80 g/m2

SIZES
XS-5XL
STYLE No.

Your own way

000105
COLOR RANGE
black
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Innova jacket
The jacket is made using PRIMALOFT®SILVER insulation produced of Toray Airtastic material.
The jacket is suitable for many types of outdoor activities in any season. PRIMALOFT®SILVER
insulation is environmentally friendly, and it consists of recycled materials for 70%. Airtastic
is Toray’s product line of high-performance light nylon and polyester fibers that are used to
produce all-season, lightweight, and compact garments.

Features:
/Interior pocket
/Adjustable hood
/Adjustable bottom
/Windproof placket
under center zipper
/Chest pocket
/2 zip pockets
/Packing cover

Fabrics:

/Shell: 67%polyamide/33%polyester
/Lining: Pongee 100% polyester

Weight: 0,65 kg
Technology:
/PRIMALOFT®SILVER insulation 100 g/m2
/Toray Airtastic fiber
/Zippers: YKK

SIZES
XS-5XL
STYLE No.
000076

Your own way

COLOR RANGE
terracotta
grey
mint
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Avalon Jacket
SIZES

This is an all-purpose jacket made of «knitted» fleece. It can be used as one of the insulation clothing
layers or as outerwear in warmer weather.

XS-5XL

STYLE No.
000071

Features:

Fabrics:

/Raglan sleeve
/2 pockets
/Adjustable hood

Weight: 0,55 kg

/Fleece 100% polyester
fabric density 280 g/m2

Technology:
/Zippers: YKK

COLOR RANGE
black
SIZES
XS-5XL
Innova insulated shirt
The shirt is made with PRIMALOFT insulation. The garment is a warm and lightweight product,
an intermediate option between a casual shirt and an outdoor jacket. It keeps you warm
without weighing you down. Your best companion in the cooler seasons. Due to the light and
glace quilted lining, the shirt is easy to take off and put on. And a pair of chest pockets and
two side zip pockets adds functionality to the product.

STYLE No.
000077
COLOR RANGE
grey

Features:

Fabrics:

/2 chest pockets
/2 side zip pockets
/Snap button

Weight: 0,72 kg

Your own way

/Shell: 100 % cotton
/Lining: Pongee 100% polyester

Technology:

/PRIMALOFT®SILVER insulation 80 g/m2
/Zippers: YKK

Your own way
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Bump fleece pants for protection against the cold. They can be used both as
a separate garment or as a warming layer under membrane clothing.

SIZES
XS-4XL

Features:
/2 zipped pockets

STYLE No.

Fabrics:

/Shell: 100% Polyester
fabric density 240 g/m2

Weight: 0,55 kg

000010

BUMP

Bump Fleece pants

COLOR RANGE
black

SIZES
XS-4XL

navy

STYLE No.
000011
Bump Fleece jacket

COLOR RANGE

The warm, soft and breathable Bump jacket does not interfere with the moisture removal from
the body. It is made of contemporary material with a thick thread knitted fabric on the outer
side and a soft brushed fabric on the inner side of the collar. It is perfect both for everyday
wear and as a warming layer at sub-zero temperatures.

/2 zipped pockets
/Adjustable bottom of the jacket

Fabrics:

/Shell: 100% Polyester
fabric density 260 g/m2

Your own way

Features:

grey

Weight: 0,53 kg

Your own way
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Spirit thin fleece pants do not interfere with the moisture removal from the body.
They can be used as thermal underwear or as an additional insulation layer.

SIZES
XS-4XL

Fabrics:

/Shell: 100% Polyester
fabric density 140 g/m2

STYLE No.

Weight: 0,25 kg

000012

SPIRIT

Spirit Fleece pants

COLOR RANGE
grey

SIZES
XS-4XL
STYLE No.
000013

Spirit Fleece anorak
The thin Spirit fleece anorak jacket does not interfere with the moisture removal from
the body. It can be used as thermal underwear or as an additional warming layer.

COLOR RANGE
grey

/Chest zipper

Fabrics:

/Shell: 100% Polyester
fabric density 140 g/m2

Your own way

Features:

Weight: 0,3 kg

Your own way
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Spire Jacket
Just focus on your favorite affair, the rest things will be taken over by the Spire jacket.
It does not constrain movements, keeps heat, protects from wind and can withstand
light rain. Also, it can be used as an additional insulating layer under the membrane
jacket.

Features:
/Chest pocket with zipper
/2 side hand pockets
/Adjustable hood
/Adjustable cuffs
/Zippers for ventilation in the side seams
/Wind protection placket under
the central zipper
/Soldered waterproof zippers

Fabrics:

/Shell: Softshell fabric
95% Polyester /5% Spandex
/Inner side – fleece 100 % polyester

Weight: 0,65 kg

SIZES
XS-4XL
STYLE No.
000009

Your own way

COLOR RANGE
grey

Your own way
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Light and warm Mild jacket for cool changeable weather. The DuPont insulation is
perfectly protected from wind and low temperature. Owing to the lightweight material,
the jacket mostly not felt on the body and gives coziness and comfort to the owner.
It can be used as an independent garment or as a second layer for wearing with
a membrane jacket.

Features:

Fabrics:

/Inner pocket
/Elastic edging of the sleeves and hood
/Adjustable lower part
/Wind protection placket under the
central zipper
/Chest pocket with zipper
/2 hand pockets with zipper
/Cover for packaging

Weight: 0,5 kg

MILD

Mild Jacket

/Upper part material: 100% Nylon
/Insulation: 100% polyester
/Inner lining: 100% Nylon

Technology:

/Zippers: YKK
/DuPont Sorona (fabric density 100 g/m2)

SIZES
XS-4XL

STYLE No.
000007

grey
navy

Your own way

COLOR RANGE

Your own way

Mild Waistcoat
A lightweight Mild vest with high-tech DuPont insulation can be packed into the cover.
It can be used as an independent garment or as a second layer for wearing with
a membrane jacket.

Features:

Fabrics:

/Inner pocket
/Elastic edging of the armhole
/Adjustable bottom part
/Wind protection placket under
the central zipper
/Chest pocket with zipper
/2 hand pockets with zipper
/Cover for packing

Weight: 0,35 kg

/Upper part material: 100% Nylon
/Insulation: 100% polyester
/Inner lining: 100% Nylon

Technology:

/Zippers: YKK
/DuPont Sorona (fabric density 100 g/m2)

SIZES
XS-4XL
STYLE No.
000008

Your own way

COLOR RANGE
navy
grey
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clothing knitwear
We present a diverse collection of knitwear items.
Fashionable silhouettes, attractive colors choice,
and smooth to the touch fabrics. Our clothes are
comfortable - we offer a perfect combination of
fashion and functionality.

03

Your own way

XS-5XL
Wave T-shirt
The collection of T-shirts offers a large selection of colors.
The T-shirts are made of thin, elastic, soft, and smooth to-skin
fabrics. It contains viscose, which is hygroscopic, that is,
the fabric is moisture-wicking.

Features:
/Raglan sleeve

Weight: 0,25 kg

STYLE No.
000062

Fabrics:

/35% viscose
/57% polyester
/8% elastane

COLOR RANGE

T-SHIRTS

SIZES

light
grey

SIZES
XS-5XL
Squire T-shirt
STYLE No.
000061

The T-shirt has Pima cotton in its composition. Pima is moisture-wicking, durable, and soft.

COLOR RANGE
navy

/95% cotton
/5% elastane

light
grey

Weight: 0,25 kg

Your own way

Fabrics:

brown
terracotta
light
green

75

Features:
/Raglan sleeve

Weight: 0,4 kg

SIZES
XS-5XL
STYLE No.
000059
COLOR RANGE
dark
grey

Fabrics:
/35% viscose

/57% polyester
/8% elastane

navy
khaki

Your own way
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The Long-sleeve is made of thin, elastic, soft, and smooth to
the touch fabric

LONG-SLEEVE WAVE

Wave Long-sleeve

Wave Terry Long-sleeve
SIZES

This long-sleeve is made of denser and warmer fabrics,
ideal for the countryside and outdoor recreation.

XS-5XL

Fabrics:

STYLE No.

/92% cotton
/8% spandex

000058

Weight: 0,4 kg

COLOR RANGE
light
grey
SIZES

vinous

XS-5XL

STYLE No.
000060
Wave TH Sweatshirt
The sweatshirts are made of 100% cotton. The fabric is very smooth to the touch.
It is flat on the outside, and it is fluffy, soft, and warm on the inside.

COLOR RANGE

Your own way

violet
vinous
Features:
/Raglan sleeve

Fabrics:
/100% cotton

terracotta

Weight: 0,5 kg

Your own way
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STYLE No.
000057

COLOR RANGE
terracotta
navy
dark
grey

Wave zip Hoodie
The sweatshirt is a regular fit with a full-length zipper. The fabrics of this fleece sweatshirt
will protect you from cold and keep your body warm.

Features:

Fabrics:

/Set-in hood
/2 zipped pockets
/Drawcord on the hood

Technology:

Weight: 0,7 kg

Your own way

XS-5XL

HOODIE WAVE ZIP

SIZES

/65% cotton
/35% polyester

/YKK zippers

Your own way
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Wave Hoodie

SIZES

Today, hoodies are among the most popular items of comforting
clothing. Convenience, functionality, and versatility are their main
features.

XS-5XL
STYLE No.

Features:

Fabrics:

/Raglan sleeve
/Sewn-in hood
/Kangaroo pocket
/Adjustable hood

Weight: 0,7 kg

000064

/70% cotton
/30% polyester

COLOR RANGE
dark
grey
navy

SIZES
XS-5XL

STYLE No.
000056

Wave pants

mint
vinous
light
grey

The pants are comfortable and do not constrain movements. The item is a regular fit.
The pants are made of warm fabric with brushing pile on the inside.

Features:
/Elastic waistband
/2 pockets

Fabrics:

Your own way

COLOR RANGE

/65% cotton
/35% polyester

Weight: 0,65 kg
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SIZES
XS-5XL
Wave shorts
STYLE No.

Shorts are an indispensable element of the summer
wardrobe. They are lightweight and functional.

000065

Features:

COLOR RANGE

/Elastic waistband
/2 pockets

navy

Fabrics:

/70% cotton
/30% polyester

Weight: 0,4 kg
light
grey

SIZES
XS-5XL
STYLE No.
000066
Wave Jogger pants
These are slim-fit sweatpants with elastic band at the ankle. The fabric is resilient,
and it keeps its shape well and does not stretch on the knees when worn.

COLOR RANGE
navy

/Elastic waistband
/2 pockets
/Bottom cuffs

Fabrics:

/63% cotton
/32% polyester
/5% elastane

light
grey

Your own way

Features:

Weight: 0,65 kg

Your own way
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Features:
/Elastic waistband
/2 pockets

SIZES
XS-5XL
STYLE No.
000067

Fabrics:
/100% cotton
Weight: 0,5 kg

Your own way

Shorts are an indispensable element of the summer wardrobe.
They are lightweight and functional.

SHORTS WAVE TH

Wave TH shorts

COLOR RANGE
vinous
navy

Your own way
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SIZES
XS-4XL

Scamper Hoodie
Practical casual Scamper hoody with brand attributes is made
of light and pleasant to the touch material.

STYLE No.
Features:
/No pockets
/Hood is made of the main fabric

Fabrics:

/63% cotton
/32% polyester
/5% spandex

000015

COLOR RANGE

Weight: 0,61 kg
light
grey
navy

SIZES
XS-4XL
Caste Hoodie
STYLE No.

Caste hoody made of warm material with fleece on the inner side for comfort when fishing
and in everyday life.

000014

grey

Features:
/2 pockets with zippers
/Hood made of main fabric
/Elastic band on the bottom and
sleeves

Fabrics:

Your own way

COLOR RANGE

/52% cotton
/48% polyester

Weight: 0,65 kg
Technology:
/YKK zippers

89

Your own way

04

summer clothing
Our summer apparel collection is light, comfortable,
stretchy, functional and is constructed with quick
drying and easy to clean fabric that is ideal for hot
weather or while travelling. FHM summer clothing
breathes and improves freedom and comfort.

Your own way

SIZES

Spurt shirt is made of the Teflon mud and water repellent
fabric. Style, simplicity, comfort and advanced technologies.
We managed to combine all these in one Spurt product line.

XS-4XL

STYLE No.

SPURT

Spurt Shirt

000023
Features:

COLOR RANGE

/Adjustable length sleeves
/2 pockets with zipper
/Ventilation with mesh on the back
/Button closure

grey

Fabrics:

/87% nylon
/13% spandex

Weight: 0,32 kg
Technology:
/Teflon
/Zippers YKK

SIZES

Spurt Pants
Spurt pants are made of the Teflon mud and water repellent fabric. Style, simplicity, comfort
and advanced technologies. We have managed to combine all these in one Spurt product
line.

XS-4XL
STYLE No.

Features:
/4 pockets with zipper
/Elastic waistband
/Belt included
/Articulated knees

Fabrics:

/90% nylon
/10% spandex

Weight: 0,32 kg

Your own way

000021
COLOR RANGE
light
grey

Technology:

Your own way

/Teflon
/Zippers YKK
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AIRY

SIZES

Spurt Shorts

XS-4XL

Spurt shorts are made of the Tefon mud and water repellent
fabric. Style, simplicity, comfort and advanced technologies.
We managed to combine all these in one Spurt product line.

Features:

Fabrics:

/2 side hand pockets
/1 side pocket with zipper
/2 back pockets with zipper
/Elastic waistband
/Belt included

Weight: 0,27 kg

STYLE No.
000018

/90% nylon
/10% spandex

Technology:
/Teflon
/Zippers YKK

COLOR RANGE
navy

SIZES
XS-4XL

STYLE No.
000019

Airy Shorts
Airy shorts are made of lightweight, stretchy and quick-drying fabric. Incredible comfort
under any circumstances.

COLOR RANGE
Features:
/2 zipped pockets
/Patch side pocket with fap
/Elastic waistband
/Belt included

Fabrics:

Your own way

grey

/88% nylon
/12% spandex

Weight: 0,27 kg
Technology:
/Quick Dry
/Zippers YKK
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SIZES
XS-4XL

Airy Shirt
Airy shirt is made of lightweight, stretchy and quick-drying
fabric. Incredible comfort under any circumstances.

Features:

STYLE No.
000022

/Adjustable length sleeves
/2 pockets with zipper
/Ventilation with mesh on the back
/Button closure

Fabrics:

/90% nylon

/10% spandex

Weight: 0,32 kg
Technology:

COLOR RANGE

/Quick Dry
/Zippers: YKK

grey

SIZES
XS-4XL
STYLE No.
000020
Airy Pants

Features:

Fabrics:

/2 side hand pockets
/Side patch pocket with zipper
/2 back pockets with zipper
/Elastic waistband
/Belt is attached
/Articulated knees

/8% spandex

/92% polyester

Weight: 0,32 kg
Technology:
/Quick Dry
/Zippers: YKK

COLOR RANGE
beige

Your own way

Airy pants are made of lightweight, stretchy and quick-drying fabric. Incredible comfort
under any circumstances.

Your own way
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clothing
sun protection
Mark clothing and accessories have improved UPF
filters to ensure reliable UV light protection during hot
weather season outdoor recreation. UPF 50 fabric lets
through only 1 of 50 ultraviolet rays. Thus, the fabric
reduces skin insolation.

Your own way

SIZES

The Mark Evo T-shirt is made of a special fabric with UPF 50+
protection factor. In production, an ultraviolet inhibiting ingredient
is added to the fibers. This technology provides a longer protection
effect against UV radiation compared to the impregnation of the
finished cloth. The Mark Evo T-shirt is the best choice for outdoor
activities in hot weather for health’s sake.

XS-5XL

STYLE No.

MARK

Mark Evo T-shirt

000054

COLOR RANGE
white

Features:

Fabrics:

/Raglan sleeve
/Flat-lock seams

Weight: 0,2 kg

/100% polyester

Technology:

blue
print

/UPF 50+

light
grey

Mark Hoodie T-shirt

SIZES

The Mark Hoodie T-shirt is made of a special fabric with UPF 50+ protection factor.
In production, an ultraviolet inhibiting ingredient is added to the fibers. This technology
provides a longer protection effect against UV radiation compared to the impregnation
of the finished cloth. The Mark Hoodie is equipped with a hood for extra insolation protection.

XS-5XL

000053
Features:
/Raglan sleeve
/Flat-lock seams
/Sewn-in hood
/Thumb loop at the sleeve bottom

Fabrics:

/100% polyester

COLOR RANGE

Weight: 0,21 kg

white

Technology:

blue
print

/UPF 50+

Your own way

STYLE No.

Your own way
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T-SHIRT MARK

SIZES
XS-5XL

STYLE No.
000017

COLOR RANGE
blue
blue
print
light
grey

Mark T-shirt
The Mark T-shirt is made of a special material with the UPF 50+ protection factor. In the
course of manufacture, the ingredient inhibiting the ultraviolet radiation is added to the
fibers. This technology ensures a longer UV protection effect compared to the technology of
impregnation of the finished material. The Mark T-shirt is the best solution for activity in hot
weather without harming your health.

/Raglan cut

Fabrics:

Your own way

Features:

/100% polyester

Weight: 0,3 kg
Technology:
/UPF 50+

Your own way
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Original mask to protect face and neck from UV rays (UPF 50 +).
It is perforated for comfortable breathing.

Features:
/Shaped fit
/Silicone strips for attachment
at the back of the head
/LTPU Coated Laser Cut Breathing Holes

Fabrics:

/82% polyester / 18% elastane

Weight: 0,05 kg
Technology:
/UPF 50+

SIZES
ONE SIZE
STYLE No.

MARK SUNGAITER

Mark sungaiter

Your own way

000055
COLOR RANGE
blue
blue
print

Your own way

light
grey
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MARK GLOVES

SIZES
M-XL

STYLE No.
000024

COLOR RANGE
blue
blue
print
light
grey

Mark gloves
Elastic Mark Gloves protect your hands from UV light during summer fishing and are equipped
with microfiber pads for wear resistance. The gloves are fingerless for gear handling
convenience.

/Microfiber pads
for wear resistance
/Finger loop for convenient
glove take off

Fabrics:

Your own way

Features:

Main fabric:/90% polyester / 10% spandex
Patch:/60% nylon / 40% polyurethane

Technology:
/UPF 50+

Weight: 0,05 kg

Your own way
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accessories.
The FHM collection features a range of baseball caps
and backpacks. All models of baseball caps have
the patented elastic Flexfit system and sweatband,
a 3-layer fast sweat-absorbing lining. The baseball
caps are made of modern materials in trendy
colors; they are practical and ensure direct sunlight
protection.
Our backpacks are the best solution for any journey.
They are made in modern melange colors, available in
various sizes (v-20,25,40), and worked out in the latest
world trends of design and technology.

Your own way

CAPS

SIZES
S-3XL

STYLE No.
000068

COLOR RANGE
terracotta
blue

black

Guard cap

Features:
/Lightweight flexible visor

Weight: 0,07 kg

Fabrics:

/92% polyester
/8% spandex

Your own way

The cap will protect you from direct sunlight. The cap is lightweight, and it has a large, slightly
bent visor. It is made of quick-drying material with water/dirt-repellent impregnation.

Technology:

Your own way

/Patented Flex-fit elastic system
/Sweat band, 3-layer fast sweat-absorbing
lining

123

Trend cap
Baseball caps protect your eyes from the sun; they are designed for sports,
outdoor activities, long time driving, and staying at the beach.

Features:
/Lightweight flexible visor

Technology:
/Patented Flex-fit elastic system

/Sweat band, 3-layer fast sweat-absorbing
lining

SIZES
S-3XL

Fabrics Trend black:

/63%polyester /34%cotton /3% elastane

Fabrics Trend melange:
/98% polyester /2% elastane

Weight: 0,09 kg

STYLE No.
000070

COLOR RANGE
white
blue

SIZES
S-3XL

COLOR RANGE/
STYLE No.

Mark cap
The back of the cap is made of mesh for better breathability - this is a special function
designed to remove excess heat in the hot season.

grey melange
000090

Features:

Fabrics:

/Lightweight flexible visor
/Elastic mesh for ventilation

/Outer shell: /60% polyester /40% cotton
Outer shell additional: /95% polyester /
5% elastane

Technology:

Weight: 0,09 kg

/Patented Flex-fit elastic system
/Sweat band, 3-layer fast sweat-absorbing
lining

Your own way

black
000069

125

Your own way

We have produced backpacks of various storage capacities in classic
military design using a modern MOLLE system (laser cut with webbing straps
reinforcement). The design of tactical backpacks allows for the attachment
of removable modules using both external and internal mounting.

Features:
/Side pockets and compression straps
/Front panel compartment and front
pocket
/Soft zippered pocket
/Stash pocket on the back panel
/Patch attachment velcro strip
/Hydration system compatible
/Removable hip belt
/Hydration pack connection fixture

Fabrics:

/Main fabric: polyester 600D PVC

Technology:

/Duraflex garment accessories
/MOLLE carrying system

Weight: 1,03 kg/ 1,37 kg

BACKPACKS

Rover Backpack

SIZES
Сapacity: 25, 40 L
V25- 27x16x46 cm

STYLE No.
000085
V40- 31x18,5x54 cm

000086
COLOR RANGE
brown
black

Your own way

STYLE No.

Your own way
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SIZES
29х16х46 cm
Сapacity: 20 L

STYLE No.
000088

COLOR RANGE
black
blue

Urbanite Backpack

Features:

Fabrics:

/Laptop PU compartment
/Front pocket
/Luggage (suitcase) telescoping
handle attachment fixtures

Weight: 0,73 kg

Your own way

A knapsack model. The backpacks are made in modern melange colors. It’s a city-style
design inspired by the latest global trends of fashion and technologies.

/Main Fabric: polyester 600D snowflake

Your own way
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Motion Backpack
A classic city model. A handy and practical backpack, it’s comfortable
to move around with and to carry all necessary belongings.

Features:
/Lightweight backpack
/Back panel with ventilation channels
/Laptop pocket
/Rain cover
/Side compression straps
/Side pockets

Fabrics:

/Main fabric: nylon 420D ripstop PU

Weight: 0,76 kg

SIZES
31х17х50 cm
Сapacity: 25 L
STYLE No.
000087
COLOR RANGE
grey

Your own way
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SIZES
30х17х63 cm
Сapacity: 25 L

STYLE No.
000089

COLOR RANGE
grey
blue

Nomad Backpack

Features:
/ Front organizer section
/Inside laptop compartment
/Roll-top entry to the backpack
is complemented by side zip entry
to the main compartment on one
side and side zip entry to the laptop
compartment on the other side

Fabrics:

/Main fabric: polyester 600D snowflake PU

Weight: 0,80 kg
Technology:

Your own way

A stylish and functional city roll-top backpack for work, study, or leisure. The backpacks are
made in modern melange colors, with special Duraflex accessories. It’s a city-style design
inspired by the latest global trends of fashion and technologies.

/Duraflex accessories

Your own way
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SIZES/ STYLE No.
/Molle 125 32х3х0,8 cm

000101

SIZES/ STYLE No.
/Molle 75 22х3х0,8 cm

000100
COLOR RANGE
black

Fastening buckles for MOLLE 125, MOLLE 75 pouches

Features:
/The product is made of durable thermoplastic
rubber-based material
/The buckle is easy to fasten/unfasten with
fingers
/The rounded shape of the buckle allows for easy
pass through the webbing grid

Your own way

This model is designed to allow for the attachment of MOLLE compatible pouches.
The designation «125 mm and 75 mm»is the height dimension of the area covered by the
fastened buckle. The buckle is designed and produced by DUE EMME Company (Italy),
a supplier of thermoplastic accessories for the armed forces of several European countries.

Your own way
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Size range
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153
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camping
Camping means recreation away from the hustle
and bustle of the city. We love nature, and we
want you to have a comfortable and safe
recreation and feel at home in any weather.
Therefore, we present a wide range of semiautomatic, frame, and dome tents, furniture, and
sleeping bags. Our camping tents are large and
offer comfort for the whole family. Depending on
the purpose, various materials and technologies
are used in the construction of the tents.

07
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\Tensile strength ISO 13934-1-2013
\Seam strength ISO 13935-1:2014
\Hydrophobicity of the material GB

Telescopic poles
Convection-type cross-flow ventilation
Airproof floor, taped and welded seams
Light-reflecting guy ropes

\T 4745-2012

Extra strongly fastening double-hook velcro

\Color durability ISO 105 B02-2014

The cable entry system makes it possible to use electricity
inside the tent

\Density ISO 3801-1977
\Fire resistance certification CPAI-845

Anti-mosquito system
Convenient arrangement of pockets inside the inner tent

High degree of expertise:
We know exactly how our product details will do in various
situations, and whether a particular solution will be
convenient.

Your own way

\Waterproof ISO 811-1981

Semi-automatic frame tent has up down mechanism
with locking device 8000 times up/down

CAMPING FEATURES

Quality Standards for tents:

“Altair 3” Arc frame camping tent
It is a small tent for family recreation. It is the best combination of low weight, spaciousness and
compact size when state. The large anteroom allows all of you to wait out the rain, as well as to
store your thing so they can remain dry.

Features:
/There are two entrances
/The tent’s height makes it possible
to stand straight inside it
/Very large anteroom with the transverse
arc for fixing the ceiling tension that prevents
the water accumulation on the roof
/Cross-flow ventilation
/Large mesh windows
/Hanging shelf inside the sleeping section
/Large transparent PVC windows
/Anti-mosquito system
/Taped seams
/Convenient O-shaped entrance
/Inner pocket for keeping the door open
/Convenient arrangement of pockets
in the inner tent
/Hook for hanging a lantern
/Light reflecting guy ropes
/Pockets for guy ropes
/Extra-strongly fastening doublehook velcro
/Wind-protective skirt

SIZE

Dimensions in
packed condition:
cm
68x22x22 CM
Weight: 9,4 kg

1 tent
1 pole set
8 guy ropes

Outer tent fabric: Polyester 190T PU
4000 Thermo printing
Outer tent’s water resistance:
4000 mm H2O
Inner tent fabric: Polyester 190T
Floor material: Tarpauling
Floor’s water resistance:
10,000 mm H2O
The tent fabric made of
non-flammable material
Tent frame material: Fiberglass
Frame arcs’ diameter: 9.5 mm

“Alcor 3” Semi-automatic camping tent

21 pegs
carry bag
pitching instructions

This semi-automatic tent for outdoor recreation is the perfect combination of a small
space and maximum comfort for three people. The anteroom for things, hanging shelf
and system of inner pockets make it possible to place everything you need during an
overnight stay.

/The automatic frame makes it possible
to take up the tent quickly
/There are two entrances and anteroom
/The outer and inner tents are mounted
simultaneously
/Anti-mosquito system
/Convenient Q-shaped entrance
/Inner pocket for keeping the door open
/Convenient arrangement of pockets
inside the inner tent
/Hanging shelf
/Cross-flow ventilation
/Taped seams
/Light reflecting guy ropes
/Extra-strongly fastening doublehook velcro
/Wind-protective skirt

162

STYLE No.
000037

SIZE

Dimensions in
packed condition:
85x20x20 cm
Weight: 5,8 kg

1 tent
1 frame
6 guy ropes

Outer tent fabric: Polyester 190T PU
4000 Thermo printing
Outer tent’s water resistance:
4000 mm H2O
Inner tent fabric: Polyester 190T
Floor material: Tarpauling
Floor’s water resistance:
10,000 mm H2O
The tent fabric made of nonflammable material
Tent frame material: Fiberglass
Poles diameter: 7.9/8.5 mm

16 pegs
carry bag
pitching instructions

STYLE No.
000028

Your own way

Features:

“Alioth 4” Semi-automatic camping tent
It is a large camping tent with a semi-automatic frame. It is the best in its class due to the almost
straight walls, high ceiling, and extended functionality. It can be taken up in just a few minutes.
It has excellent wind resistance and large windows for a comfortable staying inside in any
weather.

Features:

It is a large tent for outdoor family recreation. The semi-automatic frame makes it possible to
take the tent up in any weather in just a few minutes even for a beginner. The spacious anteroom
makes it possible to place all the necessary things or to arrange a kitchen. The additional
hanging pockets, the possibility to use electricity inside the tent, the large ventilation windows
and two entrances create almost home comfort in a natural landscape.

Features:
/The automatic frame makes it possible
to take the tent up quickly
/You can use the tent even without the
guy ropes
/There are two entrances
/The tent’s height makes it possible to
stand straight inside it
/Large anteroom for placing furniture
as well as the additional anteroom behind
the backside door
/Additional handing pockets system
in the anteroom
/Large mesh windows for the cross-flow
ventilation
/Anti-mosquito system
/Taped and welded seams
/Convenient Q-shaped entrance
/Inner pocket for keeping the door open
/Convenient arrangement of pockets
inside the inner tent
/Cable entry system
/Velcro for the cable fixation inside
the tent
/Hook for hanging a lantern
/Light reflecting guy ropes
/Pockets for guy ropes
/Extra-strongly fastening doublehook velcro
/Wind-protective skirt
/The supplementary racks make it possible
to make an additional sun canopy

SIZE

Dimensions in
packed condition:
136x26x26 cm
Weight: 18,8 kg

1 tent
1 frame
8 guy ropes

Outer tent fabric: Polyester 190T PU
4000 Thermo printing
Outer tent’s water resistance:
4000 mm H2O
Inner tent fabric: Polyester 190T
Floor material: Tarpauling
Floor’s water resistance:
10,000 mm H2O
Tent frame material:
Fiberglass/Steel
Frame arcs’ diameter:
9.5/11/12.7/16/20 mm
Poles material: Steel
Poles’ diameter: 16 mm

20 pegs
carry bag
pitching instructions

STYLE No.

SIZE

Dimensions in
packed condition:
102x22x22 cm
Weight: 9,3 kg

1 tent
1 frame
19 guy ropes

Outer tent fabric: Polyester 190T PU
4000 Thermo printing
Outer tent’s water resistance:
4000 mm H2O
Inner tent fabric: Polyester 190T
Floor material: Tarpauling
Floor’s water resistance:
10,000 mm H2O
The tent fabric made of nonflammable material
Tent frame material: Fiberglass
Frame arcs’ diameter: 8.5/9.5 mm
Poles material: Steel
Poles’ diameter: 16 mm

8 pegs
carry bag
pitching instructions

STYLE No.
000033

Your own way

“Polaris 4” Semi-automatic camping tent

/The automatic frame makes it possible
to take the tent up quickly
/You can use the tent even without the
guy ropes
/The tent’s height makes it possible to stand
straight inside it
/Large anteroom for placing furniture and
things
/Large mesh windows for the cross-flow
ventilation
/Anti-mosquito system
/Taped and welded seams
/Convenient Q-shaped entrance
/Inner pocket for keeping the door open
/Convenient arrangement of pockets inside
the inner tent
/Cable entry system
/Velcro for the cable fixation inside the tent
/Hook for hanging a lantern
/Light reflecting guy ropes
/Extra-strongly fastening double-hook
velcro
/Wind-protective skirt
/The supplementary racks make it possible
to make an additional sun canopy

000030
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Your own way

“Cassiopeia 4” Arc frame camping tent
It is a classic arc frame tent with two rooms and spacious anteroom between them.
It is perfect for a family or a jolly crowd. Suitable cross-flow ventilation supplies the interior
space with fresh air.

Features:
SIZE

Dimensions in
packed condition:
75x26x26 cm
Weight: 12,9 kg

1 tent
1 frame
10 guy ropes

Outer tent fabric: Polyester 190T PU
4000 Thermo printing
Outer tent’s water resistance:
4000 mm H2O
Inner tent fabric: Polyester 190T
Floor material: Tarpauling
Floor’s water resistance:
10,000 mm H2O
Tent frame material: Fiberglass
Frame arcs’ diameter: 9.5/11 mm
Poles material: Steel
Poles diameter: 16 mm

“Antares 4” Semi-automatic camping tent

30 pegs
carry bag
pitching instructions

It is a large semi-automatic tent for a family or jolly crowd. Two separated rooms with
the spacious anteroom which makes it possible to store things or gather a jolly crowd.
To accommodate more people inside the tent, we have developed the special convectiontype cross-flow ventilation supplying the interior space with fresh air.

STYLE No.

Features:

000036

/The automatic frame makes it possible
to take the tent up quickly
/Two entrances and two bedrooms
/The tent’s height makes it possible to
stand straight inside it
/Enlarged anteroom for placing furniture
and things
/Additional handing pockets system in
the anteroom
/Cross-flow ventilation
/Anti-mosquito system
/Airproof floor, taped and welded seams
/Convenient Q-shaped entrance
/Inner pocket for keeping the door open
/Convenient arrangement of pockets
inside the inner tent
/Cable entry system
/Velcro for cable fixation inside the tent
/Hook for hanging a lantern
/Light reflecting guy ropes
/Pockets for guy ropes
/Extra-strongly fastening doublehook velcro

SIZE

Dimensions in
packed condition:
116x30x30 cm
Weight: 15,2 kg

1 tent
1 frame
12 guy ropes

Outer tent fabric: Polyester 190T PU
4000 Thermo printing
Outer tent’s water resistance:
4000 mm H2O
Inner tent fabric: Polyester 190T
Floor material: Tarpauling
Floor’s water resistance:
10,000 mm H2O
The tent fabric made of nonflammable material
Tent frame material:
Fiberglass/Steel
Frame arcs’ diameter:
7.9/9.5/11/12.7/16/20 mm l

19 pegs
carry bag
pitching instructions

Your own way

/Two entrances and two bedrooms
/The tent’s height makes it possible
to stand straight inside it
/Enlarged anteroom for placing furniture
and things
/Convective type cross-flow ventilation
/Anti-mosquito system
/Taped seams
/Convenient Q-shaped entrance
/Inner pocket for keeping the door open
/Convenient arrangement of pockets
in the inner tent
/Cable entry system
/Velcro for the cable fixation inside the tent
/Hook for hanging a lantern
/Light reflecting guy ropes
/Pockets for guy ropes
/Extra-strongly fastening doublehook velcro
/Wind-protective skirt
/The supplementary racks make it possible
to make an additional sun canopy

STYLE No.
000029
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“Sirius 6” Semi-automatic camping tent
The largest camping tent with the semi-automatic frame and two separate rooms which can
accommodate up to 6 people. There is the large anteroom between them for gatherings of a jolly
crowd and also here you can store things or equip a kitchen. A steady frame and waterproof floor
are the insurance of comfortable rest and many years of use. Despite its size, this tent can be
taken up in just a few minutes.

Features:

It is a spacious two-room tent for a large company. Two separated rooms can be joined and thus
you will get a “royal bedroom”. The spacious anteroom can accommodate all your guests for
the evening gatherings if the weather does not allow your company to be outdoor.

Features:
/The large sleeping space which can
be divided into two bedrooms
/The tent’s height makes it possible
to stand straight inside it
/Enlarged anteroom for placing furniture
and things
/Convective type cross-flow ventilation
/Anti-mosquito system
/Airproof floor
/Taped seams
/Convenient arrangement of pockets
/Cable entry system makes it possible
to use electricity inside the tent
/Velcro for the cable fixation inside
the tent
/Hook for hanging a lantern
/Light reflecting guy ropes
/Pockets for guy ropes
/Extra-strongly fastening doublehook velcro

SIZE

Outer tent fabric: Polyester 190T PU
4000 Thermo printing
Outer tent’s water resistance:
4000 mm H2O
Inner tent fabric: Polyester 190T
Floor material: Tarpauling
Floor’s water resistance:
10,000 mm H2O
Tent frame material: Fiberglass
Frame arcs’ diameter: 6.9/11 mm

Dimensions in
packed condition:
70x28x28 cm
Weight: 13,4 kg

1 tent
1 frame
11 guy ropes

24 pegs
carry bag
pitching instructions

STYLE No.
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000038

SIZE

Dimensions in
packed condition:
135x27x17 cm
Weight: 18,8 kg

1 tent
1 frame
12 guy ropes

Outer tent fabric: Polyester 190T PU
4000 Thermo printing
Outer tent’s water resistance:
4000 mm H2O
Inner tent fabric: Polyester 190T
Floor material: Tarpauling
Floor’s water resistance:
10,000 mm H2O
Tent frame material:
Fiberglass/Steel
Frame arcs’ diameter:
9.5/11/12.7/16/20 mm
Poles material: Steel
Poles’ diameter: 16 mm

25 pegs
carry bag
pitching instructions

STYLE No.
000031

Your own way

“Libra 4” Arc frame camping tent

/The automatic frame makes it possible
to take up the tent quickly
/Two entrances and two bedrooms
/The tent’s height makes it possible
to stand straight inside it
/Enlarged anteroom for placing furniture
and things
/Convection-type cross-flow ventilation
/Anti-mosquito system
/Airproof floor, taped and welded seams
/Convenient arrangement of pockets inside
the inner tent
/The cable entry system makes it possible
to use electricity inside the tent
/Velcro for cable fixation inside the tent
/Hook for hanging a lantern
/Light reflecting guy ropes
/Pockets for guy ropes
/Extra-strongly fastening double-hook
velcro
/The supplementary racks make it possible to
make an additional sun canopy

“Capella” Arc frame camping tent
This spacious marquee tent for outdoor recreation is the best solution for arranging a kitchen
and dining room. It can accommodate up to 10 people and the rest space is enough for store
things and kitchen utensils. The quickly assembled frame makes it possible to take it up and down
within no more than 5 minutes even for an inexperienced person.

Features:
/There are four entrances
/The tent’s height makes it possible to stand
straight inside it
/Anti-mosquito system
/Taped seams
/Convenient hanging pockets inside the tent
/Cable entry system
/Velcro for the cable fixation inside the tent
/Hook for hanging a lantern
/Light reflecting guy ropes
/Pockets for guy ropes
/Extra-strongly fastening double-hook velcro
/Wind-protective skirt
/Additional grommets for fixing the tent or
meshes and door to the ground when strong
wind

SIZE

Outer tent fabric: Polyester 190T PU
4000 Thermo printing
Outer tent’s water resistance:
4000 mm H2O
Inner tent fabric: Polyester 190T
Tent frame material: Steel
Frame arcs’ diameter:
16/19 mm

Dimensions in
packed condition:
128x24x24 cm
Weight: 17,3 kg

1 tent
1 frame
12 guy ropes

21 pegs
carry bag
pitching instructions

STYLE No.
000039

“Vega” Arc frame camping tent
It is a spacious tent for a large company. It can be used as a kitchen or as a sitting-room for
evening gatherings at the table when the weather does not allow you to be outside or when
you just need to wait out the rain.

/There are two entrances
/The tent’s height makes it possible
to stand straight inside it
/Large open-view windows
/Anti-mosquito system
/Taped seams
/Convenient pockets inside the tent
/Cable entry system
/Velcro for the cable fixation inside the tent
/Hook for hanging a lantern
/Light reflecting guy ropes
/Pockets for guy ropes
/Extra-strongly fastening double-hook
velcro
/The supplementary racks make it possible
to make an additional sun canopy
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SIZE

Outer tent fabric: Polyester 190T PU
4000 Thermo printing
Outer tent’s water resistance:
4000 mm H2O
Inner tent fabric: Polyester 190T
Tent frame material:
Fiberglass/Steel
Frame arcs’ diameter: 9.5/19 mm
Poles material: Steel
Poles’ diameter: 16 mm

Dimensions in
packed condition:
69x22x22 cm
Weight: 10,5 kg
1 tent
1 frame
6 guy ropes

15 pegs
carry bag
pitching instructions

STYLE No.
000035

Your own way

Features:

“Mira” Semi-automatic camping tent
This large camping tent with a semi-automatic frame can easily accommodate at the table
up to 8 people with the possibility to arrange a kitchen and storage. Because of its structure,
the tent can be taken up in just a few minutes in any condition.

Features:
/The automatic frame makes it possible
to take the tent up quickly
/There are two entrances
/The tent’s height makes it possible to stand
straight inside it
/Large open-view windows
/Anti-mosquito system
/Taped seams
/Convenient hanging pockets
/Cable entry system
/Velcro for the cable fixation inside the tent
/Hook for hanging a lantern
/Light reflecting guy ropes
/Pockets for guy ropes
/Extra-strongly fastening double-hook velcro
/Wind-protective skirt
/The supplementary racks make it possible
to make an additional sun canopy

“Rigel” Arc frame camping tent
It is a spacious marquee tent for a large company. It can be used as a place for having rest
or as a kitchen. Because of the floor close by tightly, the tent is completely sealed and prevents
insects’ entering inside.

SIZE

Dimensions in
packed condition:
118x21x21 cm
Weight: 11,8 kg

1 tent
1 frame
8 guy ropes

Outer tent fabric: Polyester 190T PU
4000 Thermo printing
Outer tent’s water resistance:
4000 mm H2O
Inner tent fabric: Polyester 190T
Tent frame material:
Fiberglass/Steel
Frame arcs’ diameter:
9.5/11/16/20 mm
Poles material: Steel
Poles’ diameter: 16 mm

19 pegs
carry bag
pitching instructions

STYLE No.
Features:
SIZE

Dimensions in
packed condition:
63x20x20 cm
Weight: 9,3 kg

1 tent
1 frame
6 guy ropes

Outer tent fabric: Polyester 190T PU
4000 Thermo printing
Outer tent’s water resistance:
4000 mm H2O
Inner tent fabric: Polyester 190T
Floor material: Tarpauling
Floor’s water resistance:
10,000 mm H2O
Tent frame material:
Fiberglass/Steel
Frame arcs’ diameter: 11 mm
Poles material: Steel
Poles’ diameter: 16 mm

11 pegs
carry bag
pitching instructions

STYLE No.
000034

Your own way

/There are two entrances
/The tent’s height makes it possible to
stand straight inside it
/Large open-view windows
/Airproof floor
/Anti-mosquito system
/Taped seams
/Convenient pockets inside the tent
/Cable entry system
/Velcro for the cable fixation inside the tent
/Hook for hanging a lantern
/Light reflecting guy ropes
/Pockets for guy ropes
/Extra-strongly fastening double-hook
velcro
/Wind-protective skirt
/The supplementary racks make it possible
to make an additional sun canopy

000032
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Pavillion Canopy
The Pavillion Canopy is a perfect choice for outdoor events and celebrations, whether
it’s a picnic, birthday party, meeting of friends, or a corporate party.
STYLE No. 000078

/Large tent 4.5 * 4.5 m, height 2.3 m
/Reliable sun and rain protection
/Durable Oxford fabric
/Steel frame
/Top dome ventilation
/Organizers in each corner

SIZE

Tent fabric:
Polyester Oxford 150D PU2000
Tent’s water resistance:
2000 mm H2O
Pole material: Steel
Poles diameter: 19 mm

We offer additional options for this tent
Additional options for the Pavillion
Canopy are available separately.
They allow you to organize the
inside space based on your tasks:

STYLE No. 000079

STYLE No. 000082

Dimensions in
packed condition:
63x20x20 cm
Weight: 9,3 kg

1. A windproof zippered wall with
windows will serve as a vestibule
and protect from strong gusts
of wind and rain
2. Using the inter-tent connector
you can organize a large space
of the required configuration.
It can be easily fastened to the tent
frame with hooks.

3. A windproof wall will protect
from strong gusts of wind and
rain.

STYLE No. 000080
1 tent
1 pole set
8 guy ropes
12 pegs
carry bag
pitching instructions

Your own way

Features:

Your own way

Сamping kitchen Rest
The right solution for the kitchen in camping is not an easy task. But we have made
provision for everything: ease installation, firm and steady frame, the wall protecting
against the wind when cooking, the large work table with the special aluminum coating
which is easily clean and has a great strong design. There are convenient shelves for
storing food and kitchen utensils under the table’s working surface.

Features:
/Capacious shelves
/Reinforced frame with a high
steadiness of the structure
/Mesh window for air circulation
/Additional pocket with velcro

Fabric: 600D PVC Polyester
Frame: steel
Frame tubes’ diameter: 19 mm
Tabletop material: aluminum
Maximum load: 35 kg
Dimensions: 92x56x82/107(H) cm
Weight: 11 kg

STYLE No.

Сamping cupboard Rest
This lightweight, mobile camping cupboard that can be used almost everywhere:
at a forest camp, on a fishing trip or just during outdoor trip with your family. It is perfect
as a table for cooking and placing necessary things. It can be taken up in a few minutes
and easy to use.

000044

Features:

STYLE No.

Fabric: 600D PVC Polyester
Frame: steel
Frame tubes’ diameter: 19 mm
Tabletop material: moisture
resistant MDF (medium-density
fibreboard)
Maximum load: 35 kg
Dimensions: 67x52x102(H) cm
Weight: 7.6 kg

Your own way

/Capacious shelves
/Reinforced frame with a high
steadiness of the structure
/Mesh window for air circulation
/Additional pocket with velcro

000045
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Camping table Rest
A Lightweight and comfortable camping table for outdoor recreation. In the
folded state it takes quite a small space. It can be taken up and down in less than
5 minutes. The steady structure and easy usage are those that we value during
our recreation.
Features:
/Hanging shelf
/Additional fixings for fastening
the tabletop

Frame: aluminum
Frame section: 25x25 mm
Maximum load: 150 kg
Dimensions: 112x80x70(H) cm
Weight: 5.1 kg

STYLE No.
000043

Camping chair Rest Top
A comfortable camping chair, which is also perfect as outdoor furniture for a country
house. Due to thoughtful ergonomics, it is convenient for a long-time comfortable rest:
the wide seat, softback, steady structure, comfortable armrests. Tested: withstands the
weight up to 135 kg.

/Soft seat and backrest
/Comfortable armrests
/Convenient in use organizer
/Reinforced frame
/Wide heels on the legs

STYLE No.
000040

Fabric: 600D PVC Polyester
Frame: steel
Frame tubes’ diameter: 22 mm
Maximum load: 136 kg
Dimensions: 67x62x46/94(H) cm
Weight: 5.1 kg
Organizer: available

Your own way

Features:

Your own way
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Rest Camping Chair
A durable, lightweight, and a wide-seat FHM Rest Chair for outdoor recreation. It is also
a good choice of outdoor furniture for a country house (summer cottage). Tested: 135 kg
maximum weight capacity.

Features:
/Increased width
/Comfortable armrests
/Durable fabric

STYLE No.

Fabric: Polyester 600D PVC
Frame material: Aluminum
Framing diameter: 25 cm
Backrest height: 118 cm
Legs height: 45 cm
Seat length: 49 cm
Seat width: 49 cm
Weight: 6.8 kg

000082

Rest Camping chair big
A durable, lightweight, and a wide-seat FHM Rest Chair for outdoor recreation. It is also
a good choice of outdoor furniture for a country house (summer cottage). Tested: 135 kg
maximum weight capacity.

/Increased width
/Comfortable armrests
/Durable fabric

STYLE No.
000042
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Fabric: Polyester 600D PVC
Frame material: steel
Framing diameter: 16/19 cm
Maximum load: 136 kg
Dimensions: 85x55x80x45/90(H) cm
Weight: 6.1 kg
Organizer: available

Your own way

Features:

Your own way

Sleeping bag Galaxy +5
A lightweight sleeping bag for a comfortable sleep in a warm season.
Despite the enlarged overall dimensions, it occupies a minimum of space.
Camping bed Rest
A camping bed with a semi-automatic frame. It can be taken up in no more
than one minute. It does not any require complicated maintenance, highly stable.
The steady frame with strong support ensures comfortable sleep. Tested:
withstands the weight up to 150 kg.

STYLE No.

Outer fabric: 210T Polyester Cire W/R
Inner fabric: 240T Polyester Pongee
Insulation: Hollow fiber 130 g/m2
Weight: 1.25 kg

000046 R
000047 L

Features:
/Reinforced frame with high steadiness
of the structure
/Instant assembly technology
/Convenient in use organizer

Fabric: 600D PVC Polyester
Frame: steel
Frame tubes’ diameter: 16/20 mm
Maximum load: 150 kg
Dimensions: 200x72x46(H) cm
Weight: 11.25 kg

STYLE No.
000041

Sleeping bag Galaxy -5
A classic sleeping bag for sleeping in a cool season. The enlarged size and
high-tech insulation will ensure home coziness and coziness while sleeping
outdoors.

Your own way

/It can be completely unfasten around
the perimeter and used as a blanket
/Storm fap along the zipper (insulation
strip)
/The sewn-in stripe for protecting the
inner lining from being clamped by
the zipper
/Option for joining sleeping bags
together
/The inside pocket with a zipper for
storing documents
/The velcro near the head makes
it possible to fix the zipper when
sleeping
/Extra-strong fastening double-hook
velcro (does not cling clothes)

Outer fabric: 210T Polyester Cire W/R
Inner fabric: 240T Polyester Pongee
Insulation: Hollow fiber 180 g/m2
Weight: 1.57 kg

STYLE No.
000048 R
000049 L

Your own way

Features:
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Sleeping bag Galaxy -15
A classic sleeping bag for sleeping in a cold season. The enlarged size and
high-tech insulation will ensure home coziness and comfort while sleeping
outdoors.

Features:
/It can be completely unfasten around the
perimeter and used as a plaid
/Storm fap along the zipper (insulation strip)
/The sewn-in stripe for protecting the inner
lining from being clamped by the zipper
/Option for joining sleeping bags together
/The inside pocket with a zipper for storing
documents
/The velcro near the head makes it possible
to fix the zipper when sleeping
/Extra-strongly fastening double-hook
velcro (does not cling clothes)

Sleeping bag Galaxy -10
A comfortable, practical and cozy “king-size” sleeping bag makes it possible
to spend a night in a pair without joining two sleeping bags together.
This sleeping bag can be used as a plaid by spreading it on the grass to
lie down with the whole family.

Outer fabric: 210T Polyester Cire W/R
Inner fabric: 240T Polyester Pongee
Insulation: Hollow fiber 260 g/m2
Weight: 2.17 kg

STYLE No.
000051 R
000052 L

Features:
Outer fabric: 210T Polyester Cire W/R
Inner fabric: 240T Polyester Pongee
Insulation: Hollow fiber 200 g/m2
Weight: 3.0 kg

STYLE No.
000050
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Your own way

/There is the option of the division of
one large sleeping bag into two small
ones
/Storm fap along the zipper (insulation
strip)
/The sewn-in stripe for protecting the
inner lining from being clamped by
the zipper
/The inside pocket with a zipper for
storing documents
/The velcro near the head makes
it possible to fix the zipper when
sleeping
/Extra-strongly fastening doublehook velcro (does not cling clothes)
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